NEVER BEFORE SUCH JUNGLE SPECTACLE IN A SERIAL!

KING OF THE CONGO

BUSTER CRABBE as THE MIGHTY "THUNDA"

Based on Adventures of the Dynamic Hero of "Thunda" Cartoon Magazine

with Gloria Dea • Leonard Penn • Jack Ingram

Written for the screen by GEORGE H. PLYMPTON, ROYAL K. COLE and ARTHUR HOERL

Produced by SAM KATZMAN • Directed by SPENCER BENNET and WALLACE A. GRISSELL

A COLUMBIA SUPER-serial
THE HOTTEST AFRICAN!

BONGO! BONGO! BONGO!

Hit That Jungle Jackpot with COLUMBIA'S:

KING CONGO

Wait till you see the special SUPER-STYLED PRESSBOOK CAMPAIGN!

Wait till your action FANS get in THOSE "CONGO" LINES!

...AND HOW THEY'LL KEEP COMING TO SEE

Prehistoric Stampedes! Spectacular Raids! Cavemen Attacks! Wild-Animal Lairs! Gorilla Battles! Savage Vengeance!

BUY IT! BOOK IT! DRUMBEAT!
ADVENTURE SERIAL EVER!

OF THE

GO

CRABBE

"THUNDA"

A COLUMBIA SUPER-SERIAL

BASED ON ADVENTURES OF THE DYNAMIC HERO OF "THUNDA" CARTOON MAGAZINE

with

Gloria DEA · Leonard PENN · Jack INGRAM

Written for the screen by

GEORGE H. PLYMPTON, ROYAL K. COLE and ARTHUR HOERL

Produced by SAM KATZMAN

Directed by

SPENCER BENNET and WALLACE A. GRISSELL

FOR ALL IT'S WORTH...WHICH IS PLENTY!
FOR ACTION FANS EVERYWHERE
-A MIGHTY SERIAL HERO!

BUSTER CRABBE
The Mighty "THUNDA"

KING OF THE CONGO

Based on Adventures of the Dynamic Hero of "Thunda" Cartoon Magazine
with Gloria Dea • Leonard Penn • Jack Ingram
Written for the screen by George H. Plympton, Royal K. Cole
and Arthur Hoerl Produced by Sam Katzman
Directed by Spencer Bennet and Wallace A. Grissell

Never Such Jungle Spectacle in a Serial!
The Dynamic Hero of THUNDA Cartoons
An Exploitation Natural for Showmen!

A COLUMBIA SUPER-SERIAL